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I. Introduction

The U.S. Supreme Court has explained that “cooperation 
and voluntary compliance” (as opposed to litigation 
“proceeding at its often ponderous pace”) are the preferred 
means to accomplish the primary objective of Title VII—
i.e., ending employment discrimination.1 In a supposed
effort to accomplish this objective, the Court, in Ford Motor
Co.,2 accepted a then-new rule “providing employers who
have engaged in unlawful hiring practices with a unilateral
device to cut off” 3 some, or potentially even all, liability
for economic damages that would otherwise be owed “to
the victims of their past discrimination.”4 Absent special

circumstances (which, as discussed below, went undefined), 
the Court held that employers could use this rule to toll the 
accrual of front and back pay damages by making so-called 
“unconditional offers of reinstatement” to fired employees.5 
Notwithstanding the fact that unconditional offers of 
reinstatement are, in the vast majority of cases, nothing more 
than insincere attorney-driven artifices designed solely to 
minimize damages with no expectation or hope (but rather 
trepidation) that the employees will actually accept them, 
some courts have applied this federal doctrine to California 
state law employment cases, finding the doctrine to be in 
accord with the state’s longstanding rule that wrongfully 
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fired employees have a duty to mitigate 
their damages by seeking substantially 
similar employment.6

Given that much pre-litigation 
(and some post-litigation) arguing 
occurs between defense and plaintiff 
counsel regarding whether offers 
of reinstatement are unconditional 
or otherwise valid and whether the 
rejection of such offers is justified, 
this article will examine the contours 
of the law that has developed around 
unconditional offers of reinstatement 
(including addressing the most 
common questions asked in this 
area: What is a valid unconditional 
offer of reinstatement? What are the 
“special circumstances” justifying the 
rejection of such an offer? What are 
the consequences of an unjustified 
rejection? Who bears the burden 
of proof on the issues of whether 
an offer was “unconditional,” and 
whether the rejection of the offer 
was reasonable? Who determines 
whether the rejection of the offer 
was justified? Does California even 
recognize the unconditional offer of 
reinstatement doctrine?

The article will then close with 
some brief thoughts about the future 
of this federal doctrine, including 
a discussion regarding whether 
the California Supreme Court 
should find that the more f lexible 
“avoidable consequences” rule7 
displaces the doctrine, as it found 
that the “avoidable consequences” 
rule displaced the federal Faragher/
Ellerth8 defense.

II. What Is a Valid
Unconditional Offer 
of Reinstatement?

Absent special circumstances 
(d iscussed below),  a  va l id 
unconditional offer of reinstatement 
is an offer of reinstatement that 
satisfies a two-, and possibly three- 
pronged, test.

First, the offer must provide for 
reinstatement of the plaintiff to the 
same (or substantially equivalent) 
position that he or she formerly held, 
and must afford the claimant virtually 
identical promotional opportunities, 
compensation, job responsibilities, 
working conditions, and status.9 In 
this regard, some courts have held 
that the reinstatement offer “must be 
sufficiently specific for the plaintiff 
to be able to gauge whether the 
employment offered is comparable to 
the employee’s previous job.”10 Indeed, 
these courts have explicitly rejected 
defense arguments that, to the extent 
an offer is vague, the plaintiff has 
a duty to inquire into the specifics 
before rejecting the offer.11

Second, the offer must, not 
surprisingly, be “unconditional”—i.e., 
it must not place any restrictions or 
conditions on reinstatement. In that 
regard, courts have specifically held 
that an offer is not “unconditional” if it 
requires the employee to compromise 
her legal claims.12 Of course, courts 
have also held that an employer’s 
mere offer to allow the plaintiff to 
apply or interview for a position does 
constitute an “unconditional” offer 
of reinstatement.13

Third, some, but not all, courts 
have further mandated that, in order 
to be deemed valid, an unconditional 
offer of reinstatement must be made 
in good faith.14

III. Exceptions to the Ford
Motor Co. Rule: What Are

“Special Circumstances”?

In Ford Motor Co., the Supreme 
Court held that “absent special 
circumstances, the simple rule that the 
ongoing accrual of backpay liability 
is tolled when a Title VII claimant 
rejects the job he originally sought 
comports with Title VII’s policy 
of making discrimination victims 
whole.”15 Unfortunately, the Court 
failed to provide any guidance on 
what circumstances might constitute 
“special” ones, other than providing 
a cursory example—if the claimant 
was “forced to move a great distance 
to find a replacement job, a rejection 
of the employer’s offer might reflect 
the costs of relocation more than a 
judgment that the replacement job 
was superior, all things considered, 
to the defendant’s job.”16 Instead of 
providing any guidance in this area, 
the Court left this issue to the “sound 
discretion” of the trial court.17

Expanding on the Supreme Court’s 
exception for “special circumstances,” 
some federal courts have found 
that reinstatement is not always a 
reasonable remedy for plaintiffs in two 
general situations. First, some federal 
courts have held that rejection of an 
offer of reinstatement is justified when 
there is continuing hostility between 
the plaintiff and the employer or its 
workers.18 However, in this situation, 
the plaintiff ’s fear of hostility must 
be reasonable and not fanciful.19 
Interestingly, courts seem to routinely 
reject plaintiff requests for court-
ordered reinstatement as a remedy for 
illegal discrimination when employers 
argue that front pay would be more 
appropriate because the reinstatement 
would cause “discord and antagonism” 
between the parties.20 Second, some 

Absent special circumstances, if a 
plaintiff unreasonably rejects an 

unconditional offer of reinstatement, his 
or her front and back pay damages are 

cut off as of the date of the rejection.
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federal courts have found that rejection 
of an offer of reinstatement is justified 
because of psychological injuries 
that the discrimination or wrongful 
treatment has caused the plaintiff and/
or where the stress of returning to 
work for the employer would imperil 
the plaintiff ’s health and well-being.21

IV. What Are the
Consequences of

Unreasonably Rejecting 
an Unconditional Offer 

of Reinstatement?

Absent special circumstances, if 
a plaintiff unreasonably rejects an 
unconditional offer of reinstatement, 
his or her front and back pay 
damages are cut off as of the date of 
the rejection.22 

If, on the other hand, the plaintiff 
reasonably rejects such an offer, there 
are no negative consequences for 
the plaintiff.23

V. Burden of Proof Issues

The law is clear that the employer 
bears the burden of proving that an 
employee failed to mitigate his or 
her damages.24 As acceptance of an 
unconditional offer of reinstatement 
is merely one form of damage 
mitigation, the law is equally clear 
that the employer bears the burden 
of proving both that it made a valid 
unconditional offer of reinstatement 
and that the employee failed to 
reasonably accept that offer.25

VI. Who Determines Whether
an Unconditional Offer of

Reinstatement Was Valid and 
Whether the Rejection of Such 

an Offer of Reinstatement 
Was Reasonable?

The federal courts have held that 
whether an offer was unconditional 
and whether the rejection of such an 
offer was reasonable are questions 
for the trier of fact.26 Although a 
paucity of California state cases 
mention, without analyzing, Ford 
Motor Co., the Ninth Circuit has 

opined that “Ford Motor Co. [does 
not] alter[] the California rule that 
the reasonableness of mitigation is a 
question of fact.”27 Of course, if there 
are no genuine disputes of material 
fact, the courts can and do decide this 
issue on summary judgment.28

VII. Does California Recognize
the Unconditional Offer of
Reinstatement Doctrine?

The California Supreme Court
has not indicated whether the federal 
unconditional offer of reinstatement 
doctrine is applicable under California 
law. There is a scarcity of California 
court of appeal cases even mentioning 
Ford Motor Co., and none of those 
cases provide any analysis regarding 
whether the unconditional offer of 
reinstatement doctrine is applicable 
under California law. Likewise, while 
some federal courts have applied the 
unconditional offer of reinstatement 
doctrine to employment cases 
brought under California law, none 
have actually provided any analysis of 
whether California has adopted that 
federal doctrine.29

VIII. Some Closing Thoughts

There is a superficial logic to the 
unconditional offer of reinstatement 
doctrine—a wrongfully fired worker 
gets his or her job back. But, the job 
that the wrongfully fired employee 
has lost, and to which he or she has an 
entitlement, is the job he or she held 
without the commission of employment 
violations. In many circumstances, 
the working conditions that existed 
ex ante simply no longer exist. 
The employee may find the post-
violation workplace, with all its 
tensions, burned bridges, and hurt 
feelings, to be a much different and 
less hospitable place. Indeed, in 
most instances, a wrongful firing 
so changes the working conditions 
into which the discharged employee 
would return that the offer is virtually 
always of inferior and dissimilar 
employment. Moreover, in many 

instances, knowing that some courts 
will find no retaliatory motivation 
when an adverse employment action 
comes months after protected activity, 
employees will correctly suspect that 
employers will be biding their time 
until they can get rid of the employee 
under some pretext.

The determinants of employees’ 
success in their careers are often 
fundamentally relational,30 dependent 
upon other employees’ willingness to 
work cooperatively with them and on 
supervisors’ willingness to promote 
or recommend them. Statistically, 
employees who are reinstated are less 
likely to remain with the employer 
and are more likely to experience 
retaliation.31 Although reputational 
and interpersonal harms are less 
concrete than working conditions 
like salary and seniority, these types 
of harm need to be considered 
when determining whether an 
employee can reasonably reject an 
unconditional offer of reinstatement. 
Indeed, empirical studies validate the 
subjective fear felt by many wrongfully 
discharged employees that they will 
be retaliated against upon their return 
to the workplace. In the U.S., two 
studies of the reinstatement remedy 
were conducted in the context of the 
National Labor Relations Act in 1962–
1964 and 1971–1972.32 In both studies, 
less than half of employees who were 
offered reinstatement accepted it.33 
The most cited reason among those 
employees who refused reinstatement 
was fear of retaliation and hostility.34 
In the 1962–1964 study, only 30 
percent of reinstated employees were 
still working for the employer within 
two years.35 In the 1971–1972 study, 
this number dropped to 11 percent.36 
In both studies, the vast majority of 
those employees no longer working 
with the employer had resigned, citing 
unfair treatment by the employer 
upon reinstatement.37 More recent 
studies in Canada and the U.K. also 
support the argument that reinstated 
workers fare worse than other 
employees and often face retaliation.38
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Anecdotally, many employment 
attorneys on both sides of the “v.” 
feel that the back-and-forth that 
ensues from an unconditional offer 
of reinstatement is a farce (or a form 
of Kabuki theater) in which each 
party must profess to want something 
in which it is actually completely 
uninterested. The employer must 
pretend that it wants to reinstate an 
employee whom it actually views as 
a nuisance and constant threat of 
liability; the employee must pretend 
that he or she wants to return to a 
workplace from which he or she was 
wrongfully terminated. Some have 
argued that any remedy short of 
reinstatement allows the employer 
to effectuate its discriminatory goal 
of removing protected workers from 
the workplace.39 This retributive 
focus on punishing the employer with 
the presence of the protected worker 
forgets the experience of that worker, 
who has been reduced to a cudgel.

Because the preference for 
reinstatement as a remedy does 
not align with the reality that 
most employers making offers of 
reinstatement do so insincerely (and 
actually hope that the employees reject 
the offers) and that most employees do 
not want to return to a workplace from 
which they were wrongfully fired (and 
will not fare well in when returned), 
the California Supreme Court should 
reject the doctrine and find that it is 
at odds with California’s strong public 
policy of eradicating employment 
discr iminat ion. A lternat ively, 
unconditional offers of reinstatement 
should be presumed to be invalid 
absent compelling evidence from the 
defendant, and the exceptions to the 
enforcement of unconditional offers of 
reinstatement should be dramatically 
expanded. While there might be 
situations in which reinstatement is 
truly desired by the parties and not 
detrimental to the employee, these are 
the true “special circumstances.” The 
usual case, anecdotally and empirically 

speaking, is one in which it would 
be for the best if everyone went their 
separate ways. 
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